In Section II, we will start with an impression of the changes that are under way in the European appeal systems. The interaction between the appellate level and the other levels of the court system will also be discussed. What happens in an appeal may influence the pre-trial phase, in which the parties discuss and sometimes settle their dispute, and will certainly have an impact on the dealings before a court of first instance. "Above" the appeal courts, generally there are third level (supreme) courts.
Section III sets the stage for the evaluation of possible changes in appeal proceedings. First, we will identify the categories of the costs of appeal that are borne by the parties and the courts. We will also consider the possible side effects of mechanisms on other parts of the system: first-level courts, third-level courts, and out-of-court dispute resolution (III.A). Then we will discuss the different functions attributed to appeal proceedings in the legal and the law and economics literature. Each of these functions will be translated into concrete benefits to parties and future users of the court system (III.B). As an intermediate result, some preliminary conclusions will be drawn as to the most effective general strategies for cutting costs and increasing benefits (III.C).
Then we will proceed to the changes themselves (Section IV), categorized in several groups. First, there are mechanisms that limit the tasks of appeal courts, such as the introduction of a leave for appeal and restrictions on new issues (IV.A). A second mechanism is changing the incentives on using the right to appeal, e.g., by increasing court fees, increasing the possibility of worse outcomes, and changing the incentives on lawyers (IV.B). Then there are mechanisms that change the way courts deal with appeal procedures. Examples are fast track proceedings for certain appeals and appeals heard by one judge instead of three judges (IV.C). The fourth and last category is the one of alternatives to appeal: prevention, mediation, or correction procedures connected to the first-level courts (IV.D). Of course, these mechanisms can be used jointly (IV.E). In each category, we will assess the most common mechanisms under consideration. Are they likely to lead to the expected cost savings, or to the expected improvements? What do we know empirically about the effects of these mechanisms? We will report evaluation studies of these mechanisms, usually undertaken some years after their introduction.
II.

Tendencies in French, German, English, and Dutch law
Five general tendencies underlie most changes and proposals in civil, administrative and criminal appeals in the legal systems we studied. First, there is a widespread tendency to limit appeal to cases with a certain 'value'. Less widespread but at least as important is the second tendency to change from rehearing to review proceedings. The increased finality of the judgment at the first level is the third tendency. The fourth is the notion to make fewer restrictions on appeals in criminal cases. Improving the interaction between first, second and third levels is the fifth general tendency discussed.
A. No Appeal If Stakes Are Low
The first main tendency is that appeal is limited to cases with important stakes for the parties. 4 One way to limit the use of appeal procedures is to allow appeals only if the 'value' of the case reaches a certain level. This method of limitation will be discussed with the other mechanisms described in section IV.
How is it determined whether a case is of (too) little importance to allow an appeal procedure and who decides that it is? If the financial value of a case can easily be determined, it is an attractive option to make a financial threshold for appeal proceedings. Financial thresholds are very clear because the barriers for appeal proceedings can be defined. No extra judgment is necessary.
In civil cases, the financial value of the claim can determine the value of the case while in criminal law cases, the level of the penalty imposed is the easiest starting point. In public law, it is not as easy to assess the value of the case, because many disputes in this area, e.g., the ones involving a government permit, cannot easily be expressed in terms of financial value. This is probably the reason why we have found less use of putting up financial barriers as a streamlining measure in administrative law. If administrative decisions relate to fines, the level of the imposed penalty can be used.
The 'low stake-cases' are in some systems filtered by a statutory provision prohibiting appeals beneath a certain value. In other systems, these cases are filtered from appeal by a leave for appeal mechanism. 
B. From Rehearing to Review
One of the most prominent ways in which legislators have tried to make the appeal proceedings more efficient in the systems studied, is that appeals develop from procedures of rehearing into procedures of review. In a rehearing, the dispute is handled as if it were a case in first instance. The appeal court evaluates the case with a totally fresh look. In a review, the appeal court only checks the decision of the court of first instance. All restrictions that have been made in first instance are taken into account. In other words: the appeal procedure is not a second chance in which the parties can completely alter or renew their positions or views on the dispute. The character of review manifests itself in features such as the object of appeal D.
Fewer Restrictions in Criminal Cases
In criminal procedure, the limitations on access to appeal are less pronounced. This fourth tendency may be explained by the interests of the accused and by the imbalance in comparison to the prosecution. Appeal in criminal procedure is seen as an extra safeguard against the abuse of power by police and prosecution.
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The special position of appeal in criminal cases is acknowledged by Art. 14.5 International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights and Art. 2 Seventh Protocol European Convention of Human Rights. However, both rules give states wide discretion on how to regulate access to appeal. 14 The restrictions that are made in criminal appeals are mostly methods of partial appeal and filtering appeals in trivial cases.
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E. Improving the Interaction between First, Second and Third Levels
An appeal procedure is just one element of a system of dispute resolution, that is often pictured as a pyramid. At the broad basis of the pyramid, parties interact between themselves and with the help of lawyers, mediators, or others (level 0). Some disputes enter the level of proceedings in first instance (level 1). Some cases go to appeal (level 2), which may be followed by proceedings at the Supreme Court level (level 3). The four levels interact. A quick and simple procedure before a court of first instance may lead to a relatively high number of errors that need to be corrected in a more thorough second level. A thorough and extensive procedure at the first court level will be too expensive for many parties, so they will stay at the pre-trial level and try to settle their dispute there. This thoroughness may even raise the question of whether a rehearing in the appeal phase is necessary. Similarly, a sophisticated and high quality review on appeal (level 2) may reduce the need for review on supreme court proceedings (level 3).
The mere fact that there is more than just one level making decisions may have specific benefits. Many commentators believe, for instance, that citizens will have more confidence in their court system if the system consists of multiple levels. 16 Sceptics may point out, however, that private dispute resolution systems (arbitration organisations) rarely offer a two-level system, and that private "supreme courts" are unknown.
The interdependency of levels, however, is not a fixed matter. It provides opportunities for intervention that are now well recognised by legislators. If the quality of the procedure in first instance is high, the pressure on the appeal courts will be lower. At level 2, there will then be more time for law making and setting precedents. The English system is an example of this, but it also shows that a sophisticated first instance may have a price. Access may become so costly that very high percentages of cases are settled before they reach the courts. In the US this even happens in criminal procedure, where plea-bargaining is a common way to resolve criminal cases. The ADR programmes set up in the US, with extensive mediation and nonbinding arbitration opportunities within the court system, might even be seen as the introduction of a new level in the system (level 0.5). Sophisticated first-level proceedings also increase the demand for summary proceedings (the Dutch "kort geding"), for settlement conferences in which courts give some indication of the likely outcome, and for reconsideration of government decisions within the administration with some procedural protection. In systems with thorough first level proceedings, almost no cases need to reach level 3 for error correction, so the courts at that level can devote their time to setting precedents and settling controversial legal issues.
This type of system can be contrasted with the German system of civil procedure. In Germany, many more disputes are decided by the court of first instance, which is operating rather fast and at fixed, rather low costs. 17 Such a first level attracts extra cases from level 0 and will also put more pressure on level 2. This may explain German attempts to reduce the access to level 2, and to increase the incentives to stay on level 0. 18 We could think of such a system as more trial-and-error based. Level 1, or level 0.5, is used to obtain a quick 'preliminary' decision, whereas the second level is meant to provide the final decision if the decision at the first level is not acceptable.
19 First-level decisions are rather fast and inexpensive and there is a fair chance that the outcome will be acceptable to both parties. If not, appeal comes to the rescue. The German civil court system even has a quite substantial third level that deals with thousands of cases per year, in a supreme court (Bundesgerichtshof) that consists of several chambers, assisted by specialised courts for some areas, such as employment matters.
Until now, few attempts have been made to improve the interaction and the division of labour between the levels. The legal systems we studied are far apart in this respect, and as yet there is no consensus on how to structure that interaction. A theory of the optimal division of labour between levels of the dispute resolution pyramid is lacking, as far as we know.
For now, we may conclude that analysing appeal proceedings as an isolated element of proceedings is difficult. We will, however, focus on appeal proceedings as the level that is placed between an "average" first level dealing with facts and issues of law and the third level, that exclusively deals with specific cases and issues of law. The influences of choices in organising this second level on the first and third levels, are taken into account as side effects. In the mean time, we will not close our eyes to the possibility to make a strategic choice in the way the interdependency of levels is organised.
III. Framework for evaluation
What criteria exist for the evaluation of present appeal proceedings, or improvements thereof? In the following, we will use a framework that incorporates the costs of the procedure and the benefits. We build on earlier studies that developed frameworks to study appeal. Jolowicz identified the benefits of appeal systems, but did not break down the costs or the benefits in factors, which makes it possible to gauge the effects of measures to improve the appeals process in a systematic way. 20 Other studies focused on one or several benefits of appeal, such as supervision of lower courts, 21 or error correction. 22 The framework we developed is the first more encompassing framework for evaluating appeal systems with a break down of different costs and benefits that we know of.
A. Costs of Appeal for Parties and Courts
The costs of litigation for parties are usually high; appeal proceedings are no exception. However, surprisingly little effort has been done to measure the costs for the parties of concrete proceedings, let alone for appeal procedures. The following is an attempt to identify the most common types of costs of litigation for the parties.
There are four main types of costs:
o Out of pocket expenses (lawyers' fees, court fees, fees for experts and others involved, travel costs);
o Time spent by parties and their employees (instructing lawyers, collecting evidence, attending hearings, consulting and deciding on strategy);
o Costs of delay (loss of opportunities because of uncertainty, devaluation of assets);
o Emotional costs (stress, costs of risk aversion).
The out of pocket expenses are rather easy to calculate from bills. The other types of costs are notably more difficult to measure. However, we tried to identify the most important determinants of the level of costs 
Costs of delay
Loss of opportunities because of uncertainty regarding future of relationships These costs will increase over time, so the number of months that appeal proceedings take, which is rather easy to measure, will be an indicator of these costs. Another factor to take into account is the value in dispute. The last (and most difficult to measure) factor is the loss of value per month. Stress, etc.
Emotional costs
Costs of risk aversion Uncertainty leads to extra costs for persons who prefer a certain outcome over a range of possible outcomes with the same value. Surveys report high levels of stress for litigants. We can assume that the most relevant factors that determine the costs are the number of issues, the value in dispute, the amount of information needed and the difficulty of (re)producing it, the structure of the proceedings, the personal attitude of parties and judges, and the interaction between the parties, the length of the procedure, and the amount of uncertainty on outcomes. The length of the procedure has a big influence on all types of costs, while the other factors seem to influence one or two types of costs in particular. Table I gives an overview of these types of costs, the most important categories of costs along with some remarks on the factors determining the amount of costs.
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If we proceed to the costs for the judiciary, we can assume that appeal procedures are rather costly elements of procedural systems. Compared to courts at the first level, appeal courts generally employ judges that are paid better and can devote more time to each case. Appeal courts also sit more often with three judges rather than one, so appeals may be rather expensive elements of the judicial system. There are at least three types of costs for the judiciary:
o Costs of judges (screening of cases, dealing with issues of appeal proceedings, preparation of hearings, hearings, decision making, writing judgments/court opinions);
o Costs of other court personnel (preparation and organisation of appeal procedure, attending and reporting hearings);
o Extra costs of hearings (courthouses, costs of safety measures, bailiffs, service desks).
The total amount of costs arguably depends mostly on the first type of costs, the costs of judges. The amount of these costs will in their turn, depend much on some of the same factors determining the costs for the parties: the range of issues in dispute, the amount of information needed for a decision on each issue, the difficulty of (re)producing this information, the structure of the proceedings, the personal attitude of the judges and the interaction of the parties. Other factors are the number of judges per case, the number of cases, and the salary level of appeal judges. All types of costs are relatively easy to measure. 24 Table II gives an overview of the types of costs for the judiciary, the most important categories, and the factors determining the amount of costs. Moreover, appeal procedures, or changes therein, may affect other elements of the judicial system, such as superior courts or courts of first instance. More generally, changes in procedures may influence the streams of cases through the "Paths to Justice": from the first entry into the legal system when legal advice is sought, through the negotiation process between the parties, and the different levels of the court system.
For example, supervision of a higher level may cause parties and courts becoming sloppy because they know there will be a second opportunity. Another side effect on the third level is that this level needs to deal with more complex procedural issues because of appeal. These side effects are difficult to measure. Little information is available and much depends on the structure of the proceedings. Table III shows some side effects of measures taken in appeal proceedings on the first and third instances.
Costs in other areas (side effects)
Area
Types of Costs Remarks about factors determining costs and measurement
In negotiations Access to appeal will influence the effect of a threat of claiming in court, because the expected total costs for the parties of proceedings increase. Thus, settlements may become less balanced, in favour of stronger parties.
Depend on: -the costs for parties at the first level, -other mechanisms to correct imbalances of power.
In first instance
Parties become sloppy because they know there is a second chance.
Depend on: -possibilities to correct errors of judges and parties at the second level, -the quality of the supervision.
In supreme court proceedings
Dealing with procedural appeal issues.
Depend on: -structure of proceedings; the more complex the structure, the more procedural issues at the third level. One final remark about the costs: complex appeal proceedings are almost inevitably laid down in complex rules, by legislation, or in court decisions. The more complex the rules are, and the larger the number of cases in which these rules have to be applied, the higher the costs.
B. Functions: Benefits of Appeal for Parties and Future Users
The second part of our framework for evaluation relates to what the appeal procedure should achieve. Appeal proceedings have several functions. Most frequently mentioned is the one of correcting errors made at the first level. Law making and ensuring uniformity are other functions of appeal proceedings.
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To distinguish the promising mechanisms from the less promising ones, it is necessary to get a clear picture of the effects of the mechanisms. Who is affected and in what way? The drawbacks can quite easily be described as the costs of a specific measure. But what about the benefits? How can a certain effect be tagged as a benefit? It can be said that a leave for appeal may benefit the parties because the chance that a party abuses appeal proceedings to buy time will be reduced. Others argue that such a system would not benefit the parties, because they lack a chance of re-evaluation of the case.
Some may see it as a political choice whether or not a certain consequence of a measure can be described as a benefit. However, we believe that it is possible to analyse the effects objectively in terms of the benefits for persons affected by appeal procedures.
The first element of this analysis is to determine these effects from the perspective of the different functions of appeal proceedings. Three functions of appeal proceedings were already mentioned: correcting errors, ensuring uniformity, and law making. Other functions mentioned in literature are: re-evaluation, supervision, and selection for the third level 26 Clear definitions of all these function do not seem to exist. More importantly, the meaning of these functions varies in common law and civil law systems. 27 However, we think that, in essence, these are the most important functions that should be distinguished, despite the differences in the law systems.
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The second element is that, for each function, we will try to establish which persons actually benefit from it, and in what way. We will focus on the appellant, the appellee, and the future users of the legal system of which the appeal court forms a part.
Correcting Errors
Correcting clear errors made at the first level is probably the most important function of appeal procedures. In civil law systems, appeal is used to correct errors made by the parties as well as by the judges. In common law systems, however, the possibility to correct errors made by parties is highly restricted. 29 For our analysis, it is helpful to distinguish error correction and correction of first-instance decisions on the basis of a different appreciation by the appeal court. Error refers to decisions made by parties or judges that are based on an evidently incorrect or incomplete perception of facts or matters of law, and to a clear failure to act according to certain procedural rules. Decisions that are made within a judge's discretion of how to decide a case do not fall under this definition. 30 This type of "rectification" will be discussed under the heading of re-evaluation.
In case of an error, the appellant benefits from the rectification of the outcome, an improvement that he was entitled to. The appellee suffers a corresponding worsening of the outcome, but it was an undeserved one. Therefore, the net result in outcomes can be 26 Obviously, the authors do not define all functions mentioned in the same way, However, these seem to be the most common ones. 27 See Hovens, supra note 9, at 266-270. 28 The latest developments in Germany and England in appeal proceedings seem to justify the conclusion that the gap between the two law systems has narrowed. Although, in England, the finality of a judgment is still the leading principle, the English appellate court can decide the matter itself instead of referring the case back to the first level. Nowadays, it even seems that the Court of Appeal is less reluctant to interfere with findings of facts or to receive new evidence, Andrews, supra note 14, at 38.32. In Germany, on the other hand, the appeal process has since January 2002 no longer been intended to be a second trial. It is meant to be a review of judgment at the first level, although in practice, the appeal procedure is in most cases more a rehearing than a review, see for an evaluation of the reform Huber et al., supra note 2. 29 The main factor that determines the net value of the benefits is the value of a change of outcome caused by the error. Some errors will not affect the outcome, or only alter it slightly. The value of the change in outcome also depends on the value in dispute. Whether the case is about an all or nothing issue, or about an issue which is a matter of degree, is relevant as well.
The value of error correction by appeal procedures also depends on the quality and costs of other error correction mechanisms. Examples are internal quality management systems by courts, or other measures that detect errors before the judgments are issued. The higher the quality of other correction mechanisms in the system, the lower the net benefits of error correction by hearing appeals will be. The higher the costs of other correction mechanisms, the higher the net benefits will be. According to Shavell, appeal proceedings are likely to be a more attractive correction mechanism than, for example, investing in the prevention of errors because, in appeal proceedings, error correction depends on the parties' initiative. This means that not all errors need to be corrected, which makes appeal proceedings in general a correction mechanism at lower costs. 
2.
Re-evaluation
Re-evaluation, in our view, means a second chance for evaluation of an aspect of the case that falls within the discretionary power of judges. The first outcome is not wrong, but a different outcome can be justified. 32 Not all appeal courts have the power to re-evaluate in this sense. In England and Germany, there is discussion on whether civil appeal proceedings should be focused on rehearing or on review. The difference between the two was discussed earlier.
Review is often restricted to correcting errors, which means that re-evaluation will be an exception. The English Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) contain a system that, though more review than rehearing, has elements of both; the same applies more or less for the German Zivilprocessordung (ZPO). 33 The Dutch appeal system can be categorised as a rehearing procedure.
If appeal courts do have the power to re-evaluate, the parties are the beneficiaries. However, an improvement of the outcome for one party is set off against a decrease in outcome for the other one, which means that the net result in outcomes is zero. The net result is positive if another type of benefit is focused upon: both parties benefit from the idea that a second, more senior judge has evaluated the case. Being heard in a neutral, trustworthy court and being treated respectfully is likely to have an intrinsic value, as procedural justice research suggests.
34 It is to be expected that these considerations of procedural justice are particularly relevant in criminal cases, where the impact of decisions on the life of the defendant can be enormous. Whether the benefits of being heard by a second level court are as high as the 31 Shavell, supra note 22. 32 See also P. Loughlin & S. Gerlis, Civil Procedure (2004) , London: Cavendish, 595: "If the appeal is against the exercise of a discretion then the appellate court should interfere only when it considers that the judge in the lower court has not merely preferred an imperfect solution which the court of Appeal might or would have adopted , but has exceeded the generous ambit within which a reasonable disagreement is possible". 33 52.10-52.11 CPR: Appeal court has all the powers of the lower court (which refers to rehearing); however, most appeals are limited to a review of the decision of the lower courts. benefits of being heard for the first time by a court is uncertain. We tend to think that there will be decreasing returns on being heard more often. But still, being heard (again) counts as benefits. What otherwise determines the net value of those benefits? The degree of trust in judges in general (two judges know more than one) and also the difference in degree of trust in judges at the first level and judges at the second level may be relevant. If the quality difference (and hence the degree of trust) is higher, the benefits will be higher as well.
Supervision
Error correcting and re-evaluation are, what Jolowicz calls, private functions of appeals. 35 The private purposes behind the right of appeal are reconsideration and ensuring that justice is done between two parties. The public purposes of appeals are strongly related to maintaining public confidence in the administration of justice. Obviously, it is an essential public purpose of every legal system to maintain the public confidence. Appellate courts contribute to public confidence mostly by supervising the lower courts, but also by making new law if needed and by ensuring uniformity in law.
The preventive effect of supervision is described in detail by Drahozal. According to this author, appeal proceedings provide incentives for judges at the first level to avoid errors. Unlike judges, arbitrators have to compete for each new case, which is their incentive to avoid errors and to maximise the benefits of the parties. The lack of appeal proceedings in arbitration can be explained from this point of view. Judges do not have these kinds of incentives, since they usually have an overload of cases automatically brought to them.
For an analysis of the benefits of supervision by appeal courts, it is necessary to understand the incentives for judges. What do they value most in their work? Among other preferences, judges value prestige and respect, promotion to a higher court and little reversal by higher courts. 36 A high reversal rate often reduces the chance of promotion to a higher court. Even judges who do not have such aspirations usually experience less satisfaction in their work if their decisions are regularly overturned by higher courts.
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Future users of court systems in particular seem to benefit from the supervision function. The incentives that judges at the first level experience may improve their decisions, which reduces the risk of appeal. Parties in appeal proceedings will not benefit from this function, since they already made it to the second level. We expect that the following factors determine the net value of the benefits: 1) the probability of errors at the first level; the lower the probability of error at first level, the lower the benefits, 38 2) the probability of errors caused by the supervisor (second level court); the higher the chance of errors made by the supervisor, the lower the benefits, 3) the difference in probability of errors made by courts at the first and second levels, and 4) the quality and costs of alternative mechanisms for supervision.
4.
Ensuring Uniformity and Law Making
In particular in common law countries, appellate judges often decide cases that provide precedents for future cases. 39 In civil law countries the 'precedent effect' of appellate decisions is, from historical origins, less important. Future users of court systems, as well as the parties can benefit from this function. The first-mentioned group benefits from this function because predictability of decisions may lead to cost savings, for instance, because of earlier settlements. The parties also benefit from the idea of having been treated equal to others in similar positions. Research on procedural justice shows that this particular benefit should not be underestimated. The feeling of having been treated equally by a neutral judge in a fair and equitable way is one of the key elements that people value highly. 40 The overall factor that determines the net value of these benefits is the increase in uniformity in judgments in general. The increase in uniformity depends on factors such as the degree of coordination between the first and second levels, the number of appeal courts, and the tendency to generalise in judgments of the second level.
This being said, the law making function of the appeals system should not be overestimated. The number of useful precedents that result from the appeals process, however, seems to be rather limited, because the third level of the court system is often in a better position to set precedents, because there are hesitations in many courts whether law making is the business of courts at all, and because there may be other, more efficient mechanisms to ensure uniformity, or to design more general rules.
An interesting comment on the law making function is brought forward by Shavell, who argues that courts (or similar institutions) can develop new rules, without an appeal brought forward by the parties. If there is a need for law making, the courts could just hear interested parties, or do any other enquiry that would be necessary to establish rules for future cases.
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A useful indicator of the precedent value of an appeals process may be the number of precedents that are cited in other judgments or legal literature, divided by the number of appeals. It may very well be that some appeal systems need to process several hundreds of appeal cases, in order to produce one precedent that really gives future users of the system the guidance that they need to save substantial costs.
Selection for the Third Level
The third levels' function is clearly law making and ensuring uniformity in law. It is generally accepted that, once at this level, the interests of the parties are of minor importance compared to the interests of society as a whole. Only cases that benefit society are allowed to enter the third level. To a lesser extend, appeal proceedings have also the function of law making and ensuring uniformity. The most important difference is, at least in civil law systems, that the third level does not deal with factual matters, only matters of law that are of relevance to society as a whole. It is clear that only a few cases will comply with this standard.
One of the functions of appeal proceedings is selection for the third level. This selection is generally not sufficient to weed out all cases that are not to be dealt with at level 3. An extra selection mechanism is necessary in all systems. Some systems use a leave for appeal at the third level as a back-up selection; others have fast-track procedures for cases that do not meet the standard. Still, the appeal procedure does some selection for the third level.
Who will benefit from this function? Mostly the court systems and their sponsors, because they have to spend less time and money on cases that do not meet the standard for review at the third level. Perhaps also the future users of court systems, as far as the selection means that less time and money is spent on procedures that are not likely to contribute to the uniformity of the law. However, it seems likely that this function will primarily benefit courts instead of the clients of the courts. Which factors determine the net value of the benefits? The number of cases that are admitted to the first level, the quality of the selection of cases that are relevant for uniformity of law making and, finally, the quality and costs of other selection mechanisms (for example, a leave for appeal to the supreme court). Table IV shows an overview of the functions of appeal proceedings and the benefits for the parties and future users of court systems.
The benefits of appeal proceedings for the parties and future users of the court system Function of appeal proceedings
Type of benefits Remarks about factors determining benefits Correction of obvious errors made by judges
Appellant: improvement of the outcome (the value thereof), that he was entitled to.
Appellee: corresponding decrease in outcome, but it was an undeserved one.
Net result of the outcome is positive.
Value of change in outcome caused by the error. This depends on: -value in dispute, -all or nothing issue.
Quality and costs of other error correction mechanisms.
Correction of obvious errors made by parties
Quality and costs of other error correction mechanisms. Re-evaluation: a different outcome can be justified, but the first outcome is not wrong.
Improvement of the outcome for one party is set off against decrease in outcome for the other.
Net result of the outcome is zero.
Both parties benefit from the idea that a second, more senior judge, has evaluated the case.
The lower the trust in judges at the first, level the higher the value of the appeal possibility.
Amount of extra dose of trust because of higher quality in appeal court compared to court at the first level
Supervision
Future users have a smaller probability of error at the first level; in case of error, see under benefits for error corrections.
The lower the risk of error at first level, the lower the benefits.
The decrease in risk of error caused by supervision.
The difference in probability of error made by courts at the first level and appeal courts.
Ensuring uniformity and law making
Appellant and appellee: feeling of being treated fairly and equally.
Future users: predictability of outcomes may lead to cost savings.
Net result is positive.
The increase in uniformity in judgments. This depends on: -the degree of coordination between first and second levels, -the number of appeal courts, and -The tendency to generalise in judgments of the second level.
Selection for third level
Future users: by increased uniformity (see above) because the highest court has fewer cases to deal with, that do not lead to decisions which increase uniformity Number of cases that are admitted to the third level.
Quality of selection of cases for appeal that are relevant for uniformity or law making.
Quality and costs of other selection mechanisms for the third level. 
Benefits in other areas
Appeal proceedings and the measures taken to improve them also generate benefits in other areas. The side effects on the first and third levels are complicated. As we saw, improving the accessibility of the lower level will increase the number of cases that come to the next level. Some other effects are mentioned in Table V .
Benefits in other areas (side effects) Area Type of benefits Remarks about factors determining benefits In first instance
Appeal may lead to costs savings. If the parties know they can appeal, they will probably give it a try in the first instance, spending less then they would do when they would have only one chance.
These cost savings have a downside: the quality of first instance judgments may be lower, if parties (and courts) know there is a second chance.
In supreme court proceedings
(Unrestricted) access to appeal leads to a big pool of cases to select from for the third level.
It also decreases the pressure on third level courts to allow appeals directly from the first level courts, for instance, if their decisions are clearly wrong. Two instances will weed out more mistakes by courts than one. 
C. The Decision to File an Appeal
In order to gauge the effects of measures to improve the appeal system, it is also important to focus on the decision of the party that issues the appeal. The number of cases an appeal court has to face and the type of cases that enter the appeal system critically depend on those decisions. Rational choice would predict a party will appeal, if the costs for that particular party exceed the benefits for that party.
The benefits are the prospect of success, the estimate of the chance that the judgment in first instance will be overturned, multiplied by the expected change in outcome if the judgment is overturned. So, in situations where the stakes are very high, even a low (but non-negligible) prospect of success is often a sufficient incentive to start appeal proceedings. For some parties, the benefits of getting procedural justice (voice, respect) in appeal will also count.
A party that appeals may, however, also have to face the probability of an outcome that is worse than it obtained in the first instance. This, of course, only applies if it gained something in first instance: a partial recovery, or a criminal sentence that could even have been higher.
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Some common cognitive errors may change the picture, however. There is substantial evidence that disputants suffer from overoptimism, in particular in ambiguous situations.
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They are likely to overestimate the prospects of success in their case by as many as 10 percentage points, leading to a higher number of cases entering the appeal system. Moreover, the sunk costs error may apply. Many parties will have the idea that they already invested so much in winning the procedure, that they better go on trying. 44 The rational choice approach suggests that a party should only weigh the extra costs for the appeal, against the potential benefits of the appeal. Giving parties better information about the probability of a successful appeal, and of the likely costs that they will incur, may improve their decision making.
The costs of the appeal procedure will consist of the sum of legal costs, court fees, travel expenses, time spent, costs of witnesses and experts, costs of delay, and emotional costs. Tinkering with one cost-element, for instance raising court fees, is not likely to have a substantial effect, because the impact on the total picture of costs and benefits will be limited. Thus, only a small percentage of appeal decisions at the margin are likely to be influenced by such measures.
The costs will sometimes come in phases. A relatively limited investment of the appealing party may be sufficient to enter the screening phase of the appeal, for instance in a leave for appeal system, or if legal advice is sought to determine the likelihood of success of an appeal. More substantial costs may have to be made if the appeal is allowed. A low cost screening procedure, will obviously attract more cases than a high cost one.
D. Preliminary Conclusions: Most Relevant Costs and Benefits
Is there any general picture? Before we discuss individual measures to improve appeal systems, it may help to get an understanding of the most important costs and benefits of appeals and of the main ways in which the decisions of disputants can be influenced. For the parties, the main benefits of appeal procedures seems to arise from the possibility of error correction. The magnitude of the error, and thus the value of the correction, depends on the extent of the change in outcome the correction will cause. In turn, that depends on stakes and on the relevance of the issue on which the court erred for the outcome. Other benefits for the parties evolve from procedural justice: the feeling that yet another neutral, respectful and trustworthy court hears the case, and from the feeling of being treated equally to other people in the same situation. The magnitude of these other benefits depends critically on the difference in the quality of the treatment the parties receive from appellate courts, in comparison to the treatment by the court in first instance.
The costs of appeal proceedings seem to depend on what could be called the extent of the appeal procedure: How many issues? And what amount of (extra) information does the appellate court need? How difficult is it to (re)produce this information? How many exchanges of views between the parties? How many years from filing the notice of appeal to the final judgment in the appeal phase?
The positive effects of appeals for future users of the court system come from supervision, ensuring uniformity, and law making. The benefits of these functions is likely to increase with the effectiveness of the feed-back by the appellate courts. Do courts of first instance listen to appeal courts? Does the information they get from appeal courts really improve the quality of the first instance? A critical factor is the usefulness of the precedents appeal courts set for future users. Do appeal judgments lead to increased predictability and thus to easier settlement and first instance proceedings?
The costs of the courts (if not borne by the parties) are a relevant factor as well. They primarily depend on the number of judges that decide in appeal cases. Again, the extent of the appeal procedure is important.
As to the incentives on the parties to initiate appeal proceedings, measures that improve the information the parties obtain regarding the prospects of success of the appeal seem useful. Then, parties will increasingly self-select the cases that have a real chance of leading to a change in the outcome. But the total costs of appeal proceedings will also determine whether appeal will be launched or not, as well as well as the probability of deterioration of the outcome, or benefits of an appeal such as suspension of enforcement of the decision in first instance.
Summarising, and very roughly, appeal proceedings are most effective if they are able to correct the biggest errors in the simplest proceedings. Supervision, uniformity, and law making are mostly a matter of organising the best possible learning effects for lower level judges and disputants.
In the following paragraphs, we evaluate possible mechanisms for improving appeal proceedings. In our evaluation framework, an improvement can come from a decrease of costs, or from an increase of benefits. In each paragraph, we will first define the mechanism, giving examples from the jurisdictions we studied. If mechanisms come in a variety of types, we will give examples.
Then we will proceed to the costs and benefits that can be expected from introduction of the mechanism. Starting point of the analysis is an appeal procedure that is a complete rehearing of the case: we take as our reference point an appeal procedure that has no more restrictions than a procedure in first instance. In this reference procedure, the appeal court considers the same issues as a court in first instance would, and both the appeal court and the parties have the same procedural options and rights. This point of reference is not very realistic, because in the systems we studied appeal is usually restricted. Using this point of reference, however, enables us to study the consequences of each measure that is suggested to improve the appeal system separately. Moreover, for a cost-benefit analysis of several options, the point of reference is rather arbitrary, as long as the same point of reference is used for each option. 45 We will discuss the changes in costs and benefits that can be expected from the introduction of the mechanism. Starting with the costs for the parties, we will proceed to the costs for the judiciary, onwards to the benefits. Where empirical studies give indications of the scope of effects, we will mention them. Using these studies as indications of the size of possible effects in other jurisdictions, is usually problematic, however. These studies tend to report the effects of a new mechanism in an existing appeal system that may have particularities that are not present in other systems. Moreover, measures are usually effectuated in systems that already have some measures to improve appeal in place, and may not have the same effects in systems with other restrictions to appeal. Still, some empirical studies give an idea of what effects could be. We will conclude the discussion of each mechanism by giving a short summary of the expected effects.
In the concluding paragraph E, we will discuss the possible effects of introducing several mechanisms in an appeal system next to each other. What happens, for instance, if leave for appeal is introduced in a system that has already limited appeal in other ways?
A.
Restrictions in Tasks of Appeal Courts
Leave for Appeal
In some appeal systems, the parties are allowed access to an appeal procedure only if a court permits this. We call such mechanisms "leave for appeal". The procedural arrangements for getting leave for appeal can vary. Sometimes, the court of first instance is to give leave for appeal. Sometimes the appeal court takes that decision. A combination is also possible. In the English Civil Procedure Rules, the lower court can give a leave for appeal. If the lower court refuses an application for permission to appeal, a further application for permission to appeal may be made to the appeal court. 46 Similar rules exist in English criminal appeal procedures and in the German administrative procedures. 47 The effects of this mechanism depend on the selection criteria that are used. Some systems give the court that makes the selection broad discretion in granting or refusing appeals. In the English civil appeal system, permission is given 1) if appeal has a real prospect of success or 2) if there is some other compelling reason why the appeal should be heard. 48 In practice, however, courts explicitly or implicitly develop more narrow criteria to allow the appeal in their case law. In other systems, more narrow criteria can already be found in the rules that deal with the selection of cases for appeal. In the German administrative appeal system, leave for appeal is given in case of 1) strong doubts that the judgment at first level is valid, or 2) legal matters of interest, 3) the case is of fundamental importance, 4) divergence from judgments of higher courts or 5) a procedural defect that may have had serious impact on the substance of the judgment.
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In the systems we have studied, the following criteria were used to determine whether appeal should be allowed:
How will the mechanism of a leave for appeal influence the costs and the benefits of appeal procedures?
Costs for the parties and for courts Deciding whether to give leave for appeal is an extra procedure. This leads to extra costs for the parties and for the courts (the costs of screening). If no leave for appeal is given, costs are saved (the costs of appeal procedures). Much depends on the number of cases in which appeals are granted.
Leave for appeal leads to cost savings only if the number of cases in which appeal is not allowed is sufficiently high to compensate for the extra screening costs. Moreover, the lower 46 CPR 52.3 (3). 47 § § 124 and 124a VwGO. In English criminal procedure, leave is required for the Court of Appeal, see Zander, supra note 7 at 639-640. In German civil appeals, a leave for appeal system is known in cases with a financial value lower than € 600 ( § 511 (2) ZPO); in German criminal appeals, a leave for appeal is required also in cases with low stakes, see § 313 StPO. 48 CPR 52.3 (6) . 49 § 124 II VwGO. In England, leave for appeal is considered in administrative procedures as well (White paper 'Transforming Public Services: Complaints, Redress and Tribunals', <www.tribunalsservice.gov.uk>).
Criteria leave for appeal • probability of the success of the appeal; • procedural defect affecting the substance of the judgment the screening costs, the higher the cost savings. The higher the appeal costs in comparison to the screening costs, the higher the cost savings.
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Screening costs will be lower if the criteria are easier to apply by the parties and by the judge. What can we expect to happen with the screening costs under the various criteria we found? Giving judges wide discretion in the screening procedure is likely to lead to high screening costs, in particular for the parties: they will more or less want to make their appeal case before the screening judge. A criterion such as the value of the case, however, is relatively easy to apply. Whether the decision in first instance departs from existing case law may be more difficult to establish. The probability of success of the appeal is not very attractive from the perspective of cost savings for the parties: this screening criterion may require both parties to make most of the costs they would make in the appeal anyhow.
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If a criterion is chosen that tends to lead to high screening costs, it may still be possible to save costs by altering the design of the screening procedure. Procedural rules may, for instance, impose limits on the size of the documents to be filed, or time limits in a hearing. The screening costs will thus also depend on the structure of the screening proceedings, the attitude of the officials doing the screening, and the interaction between the parties. Extensive screening procedures will become an extra burden for the parties. 52 The same applies for the delay caused by the screening procedures.
Benefits
How will a screening procedure influence the benefits of the appeal procedure? Much depends (again) on the screening criteria:
o The benefits of the appeal for the appellant are likely to be affected, if it is the victim of an error. These benefits are high if the change in outcome expected by the error correction is high. Screening criteria that throw out cases with a high probability of correction in high stakes cases are therefore disadvantageous. If possible, the easiest detectable errors, with the greatest effects on outcomes, should be correctable, and thus be granted the leave for appeal.
o The benefits the parties will obtain from re-evaluation will decrease by screening. We saw these benefits -mostly the benefits of having a second court take a look at the case -are higher if the quality difference between lower courts and appeal courts is higher.
50 If screening costs are C S , the costs of deciding on the appeal are C A , and the number of cases in which appeals are allowed is p, the cost savings amount to: (1-p)C A -C S . o As to the benefits of supervision for (future) users of the appeal system, the picture is less clear. If a smaller number of cases is investigated by the appellate court points may lead to fewer benefits of supervision. But more intensive scrutiny of the remaining cases, and increased "teaching" by the appellate court, may very well compensate for this.
o If the appellate court can select cases that may become suitable precedents, and if it indeed renders a judgment that gives relevant information regarding the law (a precedent that makes it easier to settle or decide future cases), then the benefits of ensuring uniformity and law making can increase. This depends, however, primarily on how well the appellate court manages the extra time it creates. Will it really devote its energy to writing decisions with a higher value as a precedent? What are its incentives to do so?
o Any constraint on the number of cases that go to the second level also affects the pool of cases that the third level will select from. Much depends on the selection criteria again. If those are similar, or more lenient than the selection criteria for the third level, there will be no impact. If the second level really refuses cases that are deemed interesting for the third level, the impact will be bigger.
Leave for appeal procedures may thus lead to substantial improvement, but the design is crucial: low screening costs (criteria which are easy to apply, if possible by disputants themselves), a high proportion of cases in which appeal is not allowed, and selection of cases in which appeal has the highest benefits are essential. If possible, the easiest detectable errors, with the greatest effects on outcomes, should be correctable, and thus be granted the leave for appeal. Appeal should also be allowed for cases with a high potential to become a precedent that enables many future parties to settle their differences (or have them decided at an earlier stage). For this category of cases, the benefits also vitally depend on the manner in which the court organises its law making work. Introducing a leave for appeal procedure will certainly not automatically lead to increased law making benefits.
Limiting Grounds for Overturning Judgments on Appeal
Civil appeal in Germany is only permitted1) if legal norms are wrongfully applied or not at all and 2) if fact-finding at the first level is incorrect or incomplete. 53 In systems like this, appeal is restricted to specific grounds for appeal. Appeal is not a complete rehearing of the case. The appeal court only considers some reasons to overturn a decision.
Similar to the effects of leave for appeal, the effects of limited grounds depend on the criteria used. In the systems we have studied, the following criteria were used to determine whether application for an appeal should succeed:
Criteria grounds for overturning judgments in appeal • probability of success of appeal;
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• strong doubt of validity of judgment at the first level 55
• legal norms were wrongfully applied or not at all 56
• fact-finding at first level was incorrect or incomplete 57
• case is of fundamental importance;
• legal matters of interest; 58
• divergence from higher level judgments;
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• procedural defect affecting the substance of the judgment The effects of limiting grounds for overturning a decision on appeal are similar to those of introducing leave for appeal. The main difference between the two mechanisms is the moment of establishing whether sufficient reasons for an appeal procedure exist. In a leave for appeal system, most of the screening takes place before the main appeal procedure. In a system with limited grounds, the selection takes place as part of the appeal procedure.
Costs for Parties
The calculation of cost savings is similar. Again, they are only likely to occur if the number of cases in which appeal is not allowed is sufficiently high to compensate for the extra screening costs. The lower the screening costs, the higher the cost savings. The higher the appeal costs in comparison to the screening costs, the higher the cost savings.
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Screening costs for the parties under this mechanism can be low if the criteria are clear-cut and easy to apply. If this is so, parties can assess whether the appeal will be allowed before they start appeal proceedings. They will save costs for themselves and for courts, because they are not entering appeal procedures with a low prospect of success.
The screening costs may be rather high insofar as screening takes place at a late stage within the appeal procedure. This may happen if the criteria for allowing appeal are vague, so that the outcome of the screening is unpredictable. If that is the case, many of the parties using the appeal procedure may still have to make the same costs for the appeal they would have made prior to introduction of the mechanism. The only effect on them would be that their benefits would diminish: limited grounds lower their chances of a better outcome. This reduction in benefits is not compensated by any cost savings. If screening costs are C S , the costs of deciding on the appeal are C A , and the number of cases in which appeals are allowed is p, the cost savings amount to: (1-p)C A -C S .
Costs for Courts
The cost savings for the judiciary depend first on the way the criteria are set, because they influence screening costs. If the criteria are clear for the parties, the parties can do the screening themselves.
If the criteria are open and vague, the courts may still save costs if this mechanism is introduced, depending on the way they organise their work. If they are able to first weed out the cases that have no valid grounds for appeal, and then to decide on the cases that are to be considered in appeal, the cost savings can be substantial, even if the criteria are unclear. The amount of screening costs depends on: 1) the amount of information needed, 2) procedural requirements, and 3) the number of 'screeners'. Procedural requirements may influence the level of costs. It may make a difference whether the screening procedure is in writing, or requires an oral hearing, and also whether reasons for refusal need to be given, summarily, or more extensively.
Another way in which this mechanism leads to cost savings is the effect of lowering the prospect of success in appeal proceedings. This happens mostly under clear-cut criteria, because this will decrease the over-optimism of the appellant, and to some extent even under vague criteria, if the parties learn that the chance that the appeal changes the initial outcome is smaller. The number of appeals that are issued is then likely to drop.
Benefits
The analysis of the changes in benefits under this mechanism closely resembles the one under the leave for appeal mechanism. Much depends (again) on the screening criteria. Summing up:
o Screening criteria that lead to refusal of cases with a high probability of correction in high stakes cases are disadvantageous. If possible, the easiest detectable errors, with the greatest effects on outcomes, should be correctable .
o The benefits that (future) users of the appeal system will obtain from supervision, uniformity, and law making (useful precedents) depend on the way the appellate courts will use the extra time made available by the reduction of their case load and costs of dealing with cases.
o Constraints on the number of cases that go to the second level, also affect the pool of cases that the third level will select from. Much depends on whether the screening criteria are similar to the selection criteria for the third level.
Thus, the effects of restricted grounds are similar to those of leave for appeal. The main difference is the moment of evaluation, which will increase the costs for the parties, and those of the courts probably as well. This will in particular be true if selection criteria cannot be applied easily by the parties themselves.
No Appeals in Specific Cases
Statutory provisions prohibit appeal in some specific cases. In the Netherlands, for example, appeal is not possible in cases of termination of employment contracts. Subject to strict conditions, however, appeal is possible directly to the third level.
Costs for parties and courts
Clearly, the parties that do not have the possibility of appeal will save the costs of appeal. The same will apply to the courts. It will be different if the screening criteria are difficult to apply. 61 Normally, it will be quite easy to develop clear screening criteria. Only a few borderline cases are to be expected if appeal is prohibited in specific type of cases. A negative side effect is to be expected at the third instance: there will be an increase of cases at the third level unless the criteria for review at the third instance are very strict or if third level appeal is excluded completely.
Benefits
Not allowing appeal in specific cases obviously decreases the benefits arising out of all the functions. However, a more careful appraisal shows us that prohibiting appeal in a specific type of cases may not affect the benefits of appeal that much. First, the cases excluded from appeal are likely to be those in which the risk of grave errors are very low. Secondly, the judiciary may find other ways to organise law making and uniformity. A formula for severance payments to former employees, for example, has been developed by a committee consisting of Dutch lower court judges that deal with dismissal. This formula contributes significantly to uniformity of the first (and final) instance judgments. Thirdly, prohibiting appeal in specific types of cases might save courts time that they can spend on cases that need more supervision. This effect depends on the number of cases that are affected by this measure.
In short, this measure is easy to implement, and it decreases the costs with limited negative effects. The measure is worth considering in situations where grave errors are unlikely and where other mechanisms exist for supervision, law making and ensuring uniformity.
Restriction of New Issues
The restriction of the possibility to introduce new issues on appeal is an important measure to decrease the amount of work that needs to be done at the second level. Two situations can be distinguished. Is it allowed to bring up new facts that occurred after the judgment in first instance, or arguments connected to them? Is the appellant allowed to bring up facts or arguments that could have been brought up at an earlier stage, but did not choose to do?
In German civil procedure, this is an important topic. Some of the most important changes in the reform of the Civil Procedure Rules in 2002 were related to the restriction of new issues on appeal. New facts and arguments are now only allowed under strict conditions. 62 New exceptions concerning the authority of the courts cannot be brought up at the second level. 62 New arguments are only allowed 1) if courts at the first level have obviously overlooked or wrongly determined an important issue and 2) the claimant cannot be blamed for not introducing that argument at the first level, § 531 (2) ZPO. Courts of second instance are bound by the facts established in first instance. However, the facts are re-established in the event of reasonable doubt about the correctness or completeness of the determination of the facts in first instance. In practice, this means that the appellate court is often not bound by the determination of the facts at the first level. Some doubt about the correctness or completeness of the determination of the facts in first level can easily be established, see Huber (et al.) , supra note 2. 63 § 513 (2) ZPO.
For common law countries, the ban on bringing forward new issues in civil appeal procedures is deeply rooted in the system. The finality of decisions at the first level is a leading principle in English civil procedure. Among other things, it means that parties are not allowed to bring in new evidence or new facts. 64 Exceptions traditionally were admitted in the event of clear errors made by the court in first instance. 65 Nowadays, some additional exceptions have been created in the light of the overriding objective to deal with cases justly. 66 In the UK, administrative appeal procedures are limited to legal matters only, which means an indirect restriction on bringing in new facts, evidence, and arguments as well.
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Costs for parties and courts A restriction as to new issues means a decrease of costs for both the parties and courts. A new issue may change the procedure radically, with negative consequences on the cost side. Allowing a new issue may lead to a delay of the procedure, the necessity of collecting new evidence, consulting and deciding on a new strategy, more hearings, etc. Moreover, investments already made (a costly expert witness for example) may become useless because of a change in the procedure, which may be added to additional stress as a result of not knowing what might happen next.
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But -again -screening costs will be made, because new issues have to be distinguished from existing issues. The screening costs depend on the criteria for allowing new issues: the more vague and open the criteria, the higher the costs. Then the risk of having to deal with "newness" increases, and more debate will take place on whether or not the new issue is allowed. The German civil procedure rules contain the following criteria: 1) new issues are allowed if courts at the first level have obviously overlooked or misjudged an important issue, 2) and the claimant cannot be blamed for not introducing that argument at the first level.
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According to the English Civil Procedure Rules, new evidence is allowed if 1) the evidence could not have been obtained with reasonable diligence for use at the trial, 2) the evidence probably has an important influence on the result of the case, and 3) it is apparently credible evidence, although not necessarily indisputable. 70 The English CPR provides that evidence which was not put before the lower court is not allowed (CPR 52.11 (2)). The exceptions mentioned above have been made in case law, before the reform. They still seem to be of relevance, though now the appellate court can draw any inference of fact which it considers justified on the basis of the evidende, see Andrews, supra note 14, at 38.27 ff. On criminal English appeals, see Zander, supra note 7, at 675 ff.
As to the decrease in costs of the appeal proceedings, it seems to be irrelevant who is to blame (if anyone is) for not having dealt with the issues before. Therefore, the distinction between issues that are really new and those that are not really new, but for some reason were not brought before the lower court, is irrelevant for these costs. It might even be that the costs savings will tend to disappear if the responsibility criterion is used, especially in systems were courts are -to a relatively high extent -responsible for managing the case. Then the appellant has good reasons to try to shift the responsibility to the lower court. If this strategy turns out to be successful in many cases, the system of not allowing new issues will not work, but it will probable lead to additional screening costs.
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The last two criteria mentioned -evidence that may have big impact and is apparently credible -are probably more easy to apply, with few negative consequences for the parties. Evidence that is not important for the result or is not credible will not be helpful anyway. The other criteria, however, seem rather open and vague and leave much room for debate, especially the first one (the first level overlooked or misjudged an important issue). This criterion seems to need serious refinement before it becomes practicable.
Restriction of new issues is likely to have important effects on the first level. Because the parties know that they have to be careful to bring forward all their points and evidence in first instance, they will tend to make more costs in the first instance. If new issues are allowed on appeal, the parties can try to reach a satisfactory outcome by bringing forward the essential issues and the evidence that is rather easy to collect in first instance. This strategy is precluded by rules that restrict new issues later in the procedure. This front-loading of costs is well documented in relation to a procedural measure with similar effects: the introduction of preaction protocols in English civil procedure. 72 Thus, the restriction of new issues changes the division of labour between level 1 and level 2, and probably not in a way that decreases the total costs of the legal system. Some might argue that the quality of the first instance will increase, but it is questionable whether this quality increase is necessary for all first instance cases, and certainly whether it outweighs the costs front loaded to the first instance.
A final remark on the cost is necessary. Even if the screening criteria are easy to apply and the division of responsibility between parties and courts is clarified, the total costs may still 71 Huber (et al.) 
Criteria for allowing new issues (facts, arguments, evidence) • courts at the first level have obviously overlooked or misjudged an important issue
• the claimant cannot be blamed for not introducing an argument at the first level
• the evidence could not have been obtained with reasonable diligence for use at the trial
• the evidence probably has an important influence on the result of the case
• it is apparently credible evidence, although not necessarily incontrovertible increase. The parties that were not allowed to bring up new issues will sometimes start a new procedure.
Benefits
Restricting new issues on appeal may increase benefits that arise from re-evaluation: the (procedural justice) benefits of being heard again. If new issues are allowed on a large scale, re-evaluation will be impossible in many cases. Instead, appeal will be a more or less new procedure. A true re-evaluation means that a second judge makes a new decision based on the same facts and evidence. Restricting new issues will mostly benefit parties that value the idea of having a second (supposedly more skilled) judge to re-evaluate the case. The extra amount of trust that parties have in appeal courts compared to the courts at the first level is important here.
On the other hand, restricting new issues is likely to decrease benefits that arise from correcting errors. It depends on the criteria used: the benefits from correction of errors made by judges will not decrease if new issues are allowed in cases where the lower court obviously overlooked or misjudged issues. The benefits arising out of correction of errors made by the parties themselves are decreased if a 'responsibility' criterion is used. The other criteria do not affect the benefits arising out of error correcting.
The benefits arising out of the public functions of appeal (supervision, ensuring uniformity, law making, and selection for the third level) are not dramatically affected by restricting new issues.
Summarising, whether this measure leads to an increase or decrease of costs is not easy to say. The main question seems to be whether the new issues would really lead to a major change in the procedure. If this is the case, it may be better to exclude them and leave it up to the parties to start a new procedure. If not, the benefits of excluding them will probably not outweigh the costs, in particular because high screening costs are likely. An important side effect of prohibiting new issues, however, is that costs are front-loaded onto the lower levels, which makes exclusion of new issues a risky measure.
Limiting Appeal to Issues Brought up by Parties
The measure of limiting the appeal to issues brought up by the parties means that the parties have to describe the object of appeal themselves. Issues that are not brought up by the parties will not be taken into account by the appellate court. The consequences of this measure depend on the type of procedure on appeal. It might have bigger consequences in law systems with a rehearing procedure on appeal than it would have in law systems with a review procedure. In a rehearing procedure, like Dutch civil procedure, courts are now obliged (within boundaries) to check all relevant arguments mentioned in first instance if these arguments have some relevance. 73 A limitation to issues brought up by the parties would mean that the courts are no longer responsible for the search for the right issues in appeal. Related to this topic is the discussion in Dutch criminal appeal procedures to introduce partial appeal, in which only a specific part of the decision is reconsidered. 74 In a review procedure, like the English civil and administrative procedure, it might still be a helpful measure. A limitation to issues brought up by the parties means that the parties have to describe exactly to what part of the decision they object.
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Cost for parties and courts A limitation to issues that are brought up by the parties will, at first sight, lead to a decrease in costs for courts. Their focus can be narrower. Dealing with issues of appeal procedure, sorting out appeals that are likely to be successful, the preparation of hearings, decision-making and writing judgments will therefore take less time. However, a measure like this will encourage the appellant to define issues broadly, so that he can be relatively sure that the court has all the arguments to decide the case in his favor. The courts will have to deal with vaguely described points of fact and law, which may ultimately result in an increase of costs for courts and parties. In other words, a limitation of issues brought up by the parties will only lead to costs savings for the courts and the parties if both parties have incentives to be precise and to limit their case. An obvious way to do this is by requiring precise arguments, but this will again lead to screening costs.
The costs of the parties may decrease as well, because they can limit their attention to specific points. This focusing could lead to extra costs as well, however. For instance, it precludes the parties from just repeating their arguments in first instance, and letting the court re-evaluate the case.
More or less the same reasoning applies for partial appeals. A partial appeal will only lead to real cost savings if the parties have incentives to use it; otherwise a full appeal is just a free opportunity to have all arguments reviewed. Choosing a partial review instead of a full one for the same price would just be foolish. Introducing lower court fees for partial appeals, or perhaps even a fee per hearing or written page to be reviewed might be helpful incentives.
Benefits
On the benefits side, changes will mostly occur in the field of the private functions of appeal, not the public ones. The benefits arising out of error correcting will decrease a little, both for errors made by parties and for errors made by judges. As long as parties themselves are capable of revealing the error, the benefits are not affected.
In practice, however, courts may be tempted to help parties who have not pointed out errors which appeal courts are able to see. If appeal courts consider it to be their job to give every appellant a "just outcome", they will often create ways to correct errors that are not identified by the appellant, maybe because he has a lawyer of insufficient quality. Then, the cost savings of this measure may disappear. The appellee, for instance, may have to anticipate that the court itself broadens the scope of the appeal and will have to bring up more points, and the court will spend time looking in files for possible issues.
In short, whether this measure leads to cost savings depends on the incentives for parties to specify the arguments on which their appeal is based. The effect on the benefits is neutral, provided that most parties themselves are capable of revealing the errors to be corrected and arguments to be re-evaluated. If courts start helping the parties, the cost savings will tend to disappear.
Limiting Appeal to Stakes with a Certain Value
The limitation of the right to appeal to certain interests at stake is the next measure we studied. In Germany, civil appeal is not allowed in cases with a financial interest below € 600. 76 In Dutch civil appeals, the financial interest should be higher than € 1,750. 77 English civil appeals do not have such limitations, though a low value interest may affect the decision to grant leave for appeal.
Costs for parties and courts
The costs for parties and courts again depend on the screening costs. Clear and easy to apply criteria will restrain the costs; the more vague and open the criteria, the higher the screening costs will be. With the exception of the English criterion, the criteria mentioned are obviously clear and easy to apply. The screening costs for the English procedure were described earlier, in the section on leave for appeal.
Benefits
The benefits from error correcting are not affected drastically, assuming that errors in cases with low interests at stake generally have minor consequences for the parties. The same applies for re-evaluation, although procedural justice benefits may not be directly connected to the value at stake. The problem with this measure may be that it is difficult to establish the real interests at stake. A low financial value does not always reflect what really matters to the parties. Furthermore, ensuring uniformity and law making seems also to be affected. Cases with a low financial value can still be important for the public functions of appeal.
Therefore, a high (financial) threshold combined with a leave for appeal system for cases below the (financial) threshold may be an attractive option. 78 In such a system, parties are entitled to appeal without restrictions if the value is relatively high. In all other cases, they are entitled to appeal if they can explain the interests at stake have a high value for them.
B. Changing the Incentives to Use Appeal
Now we proceed to measures focused on the incentives for getting a second decision. We have found three different types of measures which influence the decision of parties on whether or not to appeal. These measures increase the price of appeal proceedings, introducing the possibility or increasing the probability of a worse outcome of the appeal procedure, and changing the incentives for lawyers.
Price Increases
Increasing the price of appeal influences the decision on whether or not to file an appeal. Two possible measures are increasing court fees and introducing options to order the appellant to pay the costs of the proceedings, for instance, in administrative procedures.
Costs for parties and courts
76 § 511 ZPO. 77 Article 332 Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.
Higher court fees will lead to an increase of the out of pocket expenses for the parties. Usually these fees go to the state. The judiciary does not automatically receive these fees and will therefore not directly benefit from them. The problem with the effectiveness of this measure, however, is that, in most situations, court fees are only a small proportion of the expected total costs of the appellant. These primarily consist of lawyers' fees, together with the costs of time spent by the parties, as well as costs of delay and emotional costs. In order for this disincentive for using the appeal system to work, the court fees should be raised substantially; a three-or even tenfold rise may be necessary. Such a rise may be attractive for yet another reason. Appeal is a second chance, and it might be conceivable to let the parties pay for this second chance, so that it requires no state funding and waiting lists will tend to disappear.
Introducing or enlarging the option that the party that has lost the case on appeal has to pay the costs of the proceedings that the other party has made is another way of increasing the price for the parties. At this moment, in Dutch administrative and civil procedure, the party that loses is not always ordered to pay all the costs that the other party has made. In Dutch civil law, for example, the cost award will be limited to about a quarter of the real costs. In English civil procedure, however, all the costs can be recovered from the party that loses the appeal. This may be one of the reasons why the number of civil appeals in England seems to be rather limited. In Dutch administrative procedure, citizens can be forced to pay the costs of the proceedings only if they have misused the judicial system. If the appellant is a governmental authority, it is normal that the appellant, if it loses the case, has to pay the appellee's costs of the proceedings. Another specific example worth mentioning in this context is the English provision in criminal procedures, according to which an unsuccessful appeal initiated by the convicted party may lead to an unfavourable cost decision. With this measure, convicted parties are stimulated not to appeal in cases with no real prospect of success.
Price increases will affect all decisions to file an appeal. They may be most effective in relation to appeals with a low prospect of success, because the price of the appeal is of primary importance if the appellant tries to make a rational evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of an appeal.
Benefits
High court fees could lead to a decrease of appeal proceedings. However, the impression is that parties will not be influenced much by the height of the court fees, because these fees will always be a relatively small part of all the costs that parties have to make in judicial proceedings. 79 Introducing the possibility to order the citizen party to pay the costs of proceedings could lead to fewer appeal cases.
The higher the risk and the higher the costs that the appellant has to pay if he loses the case, the higher the chance that he will be influenced by this risk. Measures in this area will have some influence on the benefits side. It is not likely that, if a party thinks that the judge or the party itself has made an obvious error in first instance, he will not appeal because of the risk of being ordered to pay the costs. The function correction of errors made by judges or parties will therefore not be affected. On the other hand, the benefits that parties get from the reevaluation function will be affected negatively. A party that would only like to get a second opinion from a higher judge is likely to be influenced by financial risks that lodging an appeal will bring. Other benefits that stem from the functions supervision, ensuring uniformity and law making, and selection for the third level will be reduced if a party decides not to appeal. A party will not easily run the risk of high costs if only a matter of legal interest is at stake, for example, law making. In that way, price increases could lead to the loss of these kinds of public functions of appeal proceedings. A way to overcome such effects would be to introduce some form of subsidy in cases of general interest.
Summarising, introducing somewhat higher court fees is not a measure that will have a great impact on the efficiency of the procedure. Changes in court fees should be substantial. Increasing the risks for the parties of being ordered to pay the costs may have a positive impact on the efficiency, without losing too many benefits.
Introducing or Increasing the Probability of Worse Outcomes
Paying court fees and paying for the costs of the procedure is one thing, but having a chance of getting a worse outcome on appeal is another. Some systems, especially criminal procedure systems or administrative law procedures (for foreigners applying for residence permits, for instance) may have very few disincentives to use an appeal procedure. In criminal procedure, the defendant is sometimes even protected from obtaining a heavier sentence. Parties might be deterred from using appeal proceedings if they could end up with a worse result than they obtained in first instance. 80 The bigger the difference between the judgment in first instance and on appeal, and the greater the chance of worse outcomes on appeal, the more likely it is that parties will take this aspect into consideration before lodging an appeal.
Costs for parties and courts
The costs for both courts and the parties will decrease because the number of appeals will go down. On the other hand, the costs for the parties who lodge an appeal will increase, in particular the emotional costs involving uncertainty and higher risks. The increase of costs for parties will depend on personal features, such as risk aversion and the interests at stake.
Benefits
Obviously, if the parties decide to refrain from lodging an appeal because of the risk of worse outcomes, all the benefits arising out of the functions of appeal proceedings are affected. If, on the other hand, appeals are lodged in spite of the risk of worse outcomes, the benefits are not affected. This measure will tend to select cases for appeal where the outcome in first instance was at the extreme end of possible outcomes. In such cases, disadvantaged parties will still have reasons to appeal. Appeals in which a party just gives it another try will be discouraged.
Summarising, whether the decrease of costs for courts outweighs the increase of costs and decrease of benefits for the parties depends on the number of appeals, the interests at stake, and the risk the outcome will actually be less favourable.
Changing the Incentives on Lawyers
A lawyers' incentive to lodge an appeal may the higher fees received in appeal procedures, or a relatively attractive fee although the costs of processing the case made by the lawyer are relatively limited. German civil procedure contains such incentives. 81 Changing incentives for lawyers may reduce the number of appeals. For example, by introducing a 'no cure no pay system' for appellants, the number of appeals will be limited to those with a chance of success that outweighs the extra costs of the appeal. The costs and benefits of this measure depend on the type of changes in incentives. It is likely, however, that these incentives have a substantial impact on both the costs and the benefits. As a result, it is important to identify and analyse them, and change them if they lead to higher costs for parties and courts.
C.
Changes in Dealing with Appeal Cases
Special Track for Straightforward Cases
In some cases, the outcome of the procedure is evident: it is clear that the court is not competent to give a decision, that the appeal is not admissible, or that the appeal is unfounded, or, on the contrary, clearly well-founded. In these situations, it is not necessary to follow the normal procedure; a more effective way is an immediate decision of the court.
Courts nowadays have greater powers to dismiss an appeal without a formal hearing if it has no prospect of success in a fast track procedure. 82 German criminal procedure contains a specific provision to the effect that cases that are apparently unfounded are dismissed without a formal hearing. 83 In Dutch administrative procedure, courts have the authority to decide immediately in straightforward cases. 84 Of course, these special fast track procedures only make sense if the straightforward cases were not filtered out of the system at an earlier stage.
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A fast track procedure for other cases than straightforward ones is also conceivable. In French administrative procedure, for example, there is a special fast track procedure for cases that all relate to one legal issue. A single judge, no hearing, and shorter time limits are the main features of this procedure.
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Costs for parties and courts If a straightforward case is handled in a fast track procedure, the costs of the courts will decrease, because these short proceedings cost less time and money than a normal, longer procedure. The set-up of the procedure is important, however, because the parties may well be induced to do all the work they would have done for a full appeal.
Benefits
In a fast track procedure, the judge will generally be able to identify clear errors made in first instance. If an evident error was made, the judgment in first instance can be reversed immediately in this fast track procedure. The fast track procedure will also be used if there are 81 See supra note 18. 82 § 522 ZPO. 83 § 313 (2) StPO. 84 Article 8:54 Dutch General Administrative Law Act. 85 As, for instance, in the leave of appeal system in English civil procedure.
clearly no errors. The benefits that come from the function of correcting errors will therefore not be eroded. The function of re-evaluation, on the other hand, will not benefit from a fast track procedure. Although another judge looks at the case, it will be such a superficial look that the parties will not be satisfied on this point. Even in a fast track procedure, the judge may have enough time to supervise the judgments of first instance and see if these judgments deviate from the normal case law. Therefore, the benefits that arise from the functions of supervision and ensuring uniformity/law making may not be affected.
All in all this could be a useful measure when many appeals are being lodged, and resources are limited. It makes the procedure definitely more time and cost efficient, whereas the benefits derived from re-evaluation will probably be the only ones that are affected negatively. Clear errors will often be easily detectible. It is the careful re-evaluation that causes most of the costs of an appeal.
Single Judges
Appointing a single judge in appeal procedures is the second measure in this category. The number of appeal judges varies in different procedures in different countries. In most systems (with the exception of criminal procedures), a cut in the number of judges that hear appeals has at least been taken into consideration, or has already been implemented. 87 In German civil appeals, for example, the categories of cases dealt with by a single appeal judge have been extended. 88 The Court of Appeal in England normally has a panel of three judges, whereas the county court normally has two. In French administrative procedure, the appeal court nowadays normally consists of three judges rather than five. 89 Obviously, a single judge will be the most efficient option. Therefore, we will mainly identify the effects of introducing a single judge in appeal procedures.
Costs for parties and courts
That a single judge deals with the case does not influence the costs of the parties. It does not make a difference whether a case is handled by one or more judges. The costs of the judiciary obviously will decrease, because there will be less to pay in salaries. The costs of other members of the court and the extra costs of hearings are independent from the number of judges that decide a case.
Benefits
On the benefits side of appeal proceedings, several changes will take place if only one judge looks at a case again. As more judges know more than one judge, the correction of obvious errors cannot be guaranteed, although clear errors will still be discovered most of the time, especially if the parties point them out. The functions of ensuring uniformity and law making may also be affected slightly. The benefits for the future users of the system of re-evaluation, supervision, and selection for the third level will not be influenced dramatically by the number of judges.
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For the courts, this is an efficient measure. It will not lead to any substantial cost savings for the parties, and may influence their benefits somewhat, in particular in appeal systems that also focus on re-evaluation. This may explain why this measure is not a very popular one with lawyers and parties.
Case Management
Case management is a measure that is applied in particular at the first level of procedures. In fast track and multi track procedures, it has been the most important cultural change in English civil procedure law induced by the Woolf reforms. Shifting the responsibility for the management of civil litigation from the litigants and their legal advisors to the courts has had substantial effects: cooperation between the parties and the parties and the courts has been improved, delays have been reduced and the number of settlements in an early stage of the procedure have increased. However, the costs have probably increased as well. In particular, the legal costs are now 'front-loaded'. 91 In Germany, civil courts also have been given still more responsibility for the management of civil litigation, although they were already very much involved in the process in comparison with their English counterparts. There are no concrete figures on the effects of the latest changes yet. 92 Whether case management in appeal procedures has similar effects is even more uncertain.
Costs for parties and courts
If case management is organised in such a way that parties are obliged to exchange information intensively and to negotiate at an early stage in the appeal procedure, the result will probably be that fewer cases reach the decision stage of the second level. However, as the English results show, whether the total amount of costs for courts and parties is really decreased, instead of just shifted to the front, is doubtful. Still, managing civil litigation in appeal procedures in such a way that the cooperation between the parties and the parties and the courts is enhanced might lead to some cost savings for the parties, in particular if the case management begins before they file extensive briefs and documents. At the same time, it will probably increase the upfront workload of court personnel, although this may be compensated by having to deal with fewer issues, in a less complex way, later in the proceedings. Furthermore, complex rules of case management can lead to new costs of upholding the rules. This effect seems to be limited, however: the English experience is that there are only a limited number of appeals on case management decisions.
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Benefits
The measure is mostly considered for reducing costs and delays instead of increasing the benefits for the parties. Case management does seem to have a neutral impact on the benefits of appeal, those arising out of the private functions of appeal as well as the public ones, though much depends on the way case management is organised. A more active judge may be perceived as a judge who gives more voice and more respect to the parties, however.
In short, the measure may have a neutral effect on the benefits, depending on how case management is organised. Furthermore, the measure tends to shift the costs from one level to another, instead of decreasing the costs. Cost savings for the parties are likely when case management is done early in the procedure.
4.
Different Procedures for Evidence and Argumentation
Changes in the way parties can bring forward their arguments and give evidence can result in faster and less costly procedures. The following measures have been considered in Dutch civil law: parties are obliged to give reasons for their requests to hear witnesses, the court can refuse to hear witnesses if it is unlikely that hearing the witness will contribute to the just resolution of the case, and courts use written witness statements rather than oral ones. In Dutch criminal law, measures regarding the supply of evidence have been taken recently in order to make appeal proceedings more efficient. For example, the appellant has to announce at an early stage which witnesses he wants to call, so a single judge can hear these witnesses before the trial in court before a three-judge panel.
The most drastic way to make the appeal proceedings more efficient in this respect is by excluding new evidence in appeal proceedings, i.e., evidence that was not submitted before the court in first instance and that should have been submitted at that stage of the proceedings.
Costs for parties and courts
Measures in the sphere of the way parties can provide evidence may lead to extra out of pocket expenses for the parties, because they are not free to choose the cheapest way of giving evidence. Measures that exclude evidence in appeal will probably also lead to more expenses for the parties in the first instance. They will try to make sure that they have given all evidence in first instance, because the appeal procedure will not work as a safety net. On the other hand, the parties will save the costs of hearing witnesses or considering other evidence.
The courts may save money by such rules. In the first place, they will sometimes refuse evidence. In the second place, it will be easier to assess the value of the evidence that has been produced. They only have to do a re-evaluation, instead of assessing the value of extra evidence.
Benefits
Accepting only certain evidence this will lead to some loss on the benefits side for the parties. There would be less opportunity to correct errors made by judges in first instance, because the parties are bound by these rules of evidence. The benefits that arise out of the functions of supervision, ensuring uniformity/law making, and selection for third instance will not be affected.
Summarising, limiting the amount of evidence on appeal may lead to some cost savings, in particular for the courts. For the parties, it is likely to turn out as an extra procedural hurdle. The function of error correction is likely to suffer.
Obligations to Use Legal Representation
Parties are not always obliged to be represented by a lawyer. Introducing an obligation on this point might improve appeal proceedings, provided that these lawyers have special knowledge and skills concerning the procedure in question. This type of measure has been taken in French administrative procedure. 94 Some legal systems not only oblige a party to have a lawyer in appeal proceedings, but this lawyer must be specialised in appeal proceedings as well. This instrument is known in German civil law.
Costs for parties and courts
If the obligation to use legal representation leads to hiring a lawyer whereas the party otherwise would not have hired one, obviously this will increase the out of pocket expenses for this party. These expenses will increase if the parties have been represented by a lawyer in the first instance and are forced to hire a different (specialised) lawyer in the appeal procedure. A specialised lawyer is likely to be more expensive, and extra time will have to be spent on the instruction of the (specialised) lawyer. Some delay may be caused by this as well.
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The costs for the judiciary will possibly decrease somewhat, because (specialised) lawyers will probably give a clearer picture of the dispute and of the relevant judicial arguments than non-lawyers would. In that way, (specialised) lawyers can make the job for judges easier. Specialised lawyers may know more about the way appeal courts screen their cases, so they may provide better information on the prospects of success for the appellant, leading to fewer appeals. They may have to think about their reputation with the appeal court, and thus may bring fewer cases to the court with negligible prospects of success. On the other hand, specialised lawyers bring in their own incentives. Their introduction may even tend to make proceedings more complicated.
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Benefits
The benefits of appeal proceedings for the parties may increase somewhat if more errors are detected by the specialised lawyers. This is not likely to make much difference for the errors with the gravest consequences, however. They may also have a better feeling for cases that are suitable for law making, if this is an important function of the (level 2) appeal.
Introducing this measure means that the parties have to spend more money if they want to appeal. The magnitude of this effect is hard to estimate, but legal costs form a substantial proportion of the total costs. An obligation to use a (specialised) lawyer may well impose higher extra costs than, say, a rise in court fees. The effects are thus rather similar to the effects of other price increases. Cost savings for courts are not very likely. The increase in benefits is not likely to be very substantial.
Postponing Judgment Writing
In criminal procedures, the writing of judgments in first instance is sometimes postponed. Judgments in first instance normally have two parts: the outcome of the procedure (the decision itself), and the reasoning that led to this decision (the opinion). One way to increase the pace of procedures in first instance is to render the decision and leave out the opinion. The opinion will be written only if one of the parties appeals against the decision. Another option is to give the judgment orally, and not in writing. Only if parties appeal against the decision, will the judgment be put in writing.
Costs for parties and courts
This measure is atypical, because the savings in costs for the judiciary will primarily occur at level 1. The effect might not be so great, however, because evidently every judgment needs to be motivated. Writing down the motivation will cost some extra time, but not very much.
Writing the opinion will take extra time if the judgment is not written down immediately but after some time, because an appeal has been lodged. Yet, in some legal systems, like in American civil law, not writing down judgments is the starting point. The lower the appeal rate, the more effective this measure will be because, if a large proportion of the judgments does not have to be motivated, the procedure (in first instance) becomes less costly. The parties will not save any costs. They may suffer delay in the event of an appeal, because the court will need time to do the writing.
Benefits
The functions of appeal, and the corresponding benefits, are not affected by introducing this measure, but there is a possible side effect that has to be mentioned: ensuring uniformity and law making in first instance may be negatively affected.
Specialised Appeal Courts
Specialisation is rather common in the legal systems we studied. Germany has special courts for tax matters, employment matters, and social security matters. Its highest courts have a tradition of specialisation between different divisions as well. Sometimes, one level 1 court is the only court for a certain type of case (patent cases, trade mark cases, for instance) and the territorial division of labour between appeal courts then also leads to specialisation at level 2. An example of a specialised Dutch appeal court can be found in military criminal law: the Court of Arnhem is specialised in this type of cases. In Dutch administrative law, three courts of appeal exist, all three with their own competence: the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal is specialised in economic administrative law, the Central Appeals Tribunal in social security and civil servant cases and the Administrative Law Division the Council of State in all other areas of administrative law.
Costs for parties and courts
The out of pocket expenses, more specifically the travel costs, for the parties will be slightly higher because, in contrast to what is normal in most cases, the parties will have to go to a certain court that is not necessarily near their residence. However, travel costs tend to be a tiny proportion of total costs, and this cost increase is compensated by cost saving which can be quite substantial. If parties can expect that a court knows the real issues, the relevant facts and the relevant law, the parties can limit the amount of information they submit to the court. Moreover, they are likely to be able to save costs, because they can anticipate the way a specialised court manages its cases.
The costs for the judiciary will decrease by introducing this measure. The costs of the judges and the costs of other court personnel will decrease, because the court personnel will have more knowledge of certain cases. Therefore, they need less time to prepare cases and write judgments.
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Benefits Specialisation can contribute to a legal system in which equal cases are treated equally, and therefore the function of ensuring uniformity can be positively affected if this measure is introduced. Errors can be detected more easily by specialised courts. The procedural justice benefits of being heard by a knowledgeable court may be higher as well. One possible drawback is that the function of ensuring uniformity and law making could be endangered, if there is specialisation in areas that overlap with other areas as concerns the general aspects. For example, in Dutch administrative law, the three appeal courts sometimes differ in opinion about topics concerning general administrative law. As a result, the case law of the three courts diverges on some points. In that way, specialisation does not always contribute to the function of ensuring uniformity. An additional mechanism to reconcile such differences may be necessary. Another consequence is the risk of "group think". 98 The downside of specialisation is that a 'fresh look' from outsiders may be lacking. Letting the same judges decide the same issues for too many years is not advisable. Some mechanism for rotation will be necessary, and possibly other organisational measures to encourage innovation.
Summarising, specialisation seems to be an attractive option. The drawbacks seem to be limited and are likely to be remediable.
Decreasing Time Limits for Appeal
Decreasing the time limit for appeal will affect the number of appeals somewhat. In Dutch law, the time limit in civil law is in principle three months, in administrative law six weeks, and in criminal law fourteen days. What will be the costs and benefits of shortening time limits?
Costs for parties and courts
The costs for the parties could increase somewhat: if they have a shorter time to appeal, it might become more expensive to appeal in time. If a party is really in a hurry, a lawyer might charge a higher fee. Moreover, the time limit may become to short for a well-considered decision on whether to appeal, which may lead to a larger number of appeals which may not all be withdrawn at a later stage. On the other hand, if the parties suffer costs of delay, a shorter time limit is also in their own interest. However, shortening the time span for an appeal procedure, which will often take around a year or more, with a few weeks will not contribute much to decreasing the costs of delay.
Benefits
If a party loses his right to appeal because he exceeds of a time limit, this will affect the functions 'correcting errors' and 're-evaluation'. The party does not have the opportunity to get a judgment that corrects an error, or another opinion on the same case from another judge. If the time limit is short, some parties may miss it.
Summarising, this measure will not contribute much to less costly appeal proceedings, because it would not substantially change the number of appeals, or even lead to more appeals, and may lead to a decrease in benefits for those who miss the deadline for appeal.
D. Alternatives To Appeal
Easier Access to Other Correction Mechanisms
Easier access to other correction mechanisms is another possible measure. An example of another correction mechanism is a first level's authority to correct its own draft decisions on the basis of the reactions of the parties.
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Costs for parties and courts The costs for courts on appeal will obviously decrease. The downside is that the costs of the other correction mechanism increase. In the event of a minor error, the decrease of costs of appeal courts will outweigh the increase of costs of the other correction mechanism. As soon as the other correction mechanism has the same amount of work to do as the appeal court, the costs will only be transferred, not increased. The same will probably apply for the costs of the parties.
Benefits
The benefits are not dramatically affected by this measure, provided that the other correction mechanism has the same standard in quality. The drawback of letting the lower court correct its own errors is obviously that it may not always be trusted by the parties to do so. Some kind of supervision by the appeal court may be the solution. For re-evaluation, this mechanism seems unsuitable.
In sum, if correction of (clear) errors is an important goal of the system, this measure may be attractive. Some kind of incentive on the lower level court to reconsider its decision seriously may be needed.
Means to Settle a Case Out of Court
One way to reduce the number of appeals is to expand the means to settle a case out of court. Mediation is one example. 100 Other forms of ADR that may be relevant are arbitration or specific boards of conciliation in employment cases. 101 In some jurisdictions, the courts have the power to force the parties to negotiate, but in most jurisdictions, these alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are only accessible on a voluntary basis.
102 These means to settle a case without court judgment are not specific measures to improve appeal procedures. Often they are most effective if used at an early stage in the procedure, but some cases settle through mediation at the appeals level.
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Costs for parties and courts The costs for courts will obviously decrease (provided that the alternative means are out of court means), but the costs for the parties are difficult to measure. It depends on the cost of the alternative dispute resolution mechanism. Figures on this area are ambiguous. 104 At the appeal stage, ADR mechanisms will mostly be out of court negotiations (with or without a mediator), since the parties have obviously already chosen to litigate. From a cost perspective, both parties may think that trying to settle the case by negotiating (with or without mediation) is yet another source of costs, with little chance of success at this stage. As mentioned, the means to settle a case out of court are often most effective if used at an early stage in the procedure.
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Benefits Whether or not the benefits are affected by this type of measure depends on the type of alternative dispute resolution system. If mediation is the alternative dispute resolution system, the benefits seem, oddly enough, to decrease. Errors are not directly corrected in mediation, re-evaluation is not an issue either, and supervision, law making and ensuring uniformity are not achievable through mediation procedures. These are, however, the specific goals of appeal procedures, not the goals people may try to achieve by dispute resolution. Mediation is a procedure that typically focuses on other goals people might have, like reaching an interestbased solution and meeting their need for procedural justice. Comparing this measure on a benefit scale therefore implies that the benefits need to be expanded to general goals people might have in resolving disputes.
Prevention
Preventing appeal procedures is the last measure explored. Instead of investing time and money in improving appeals, resources may also be used to prevent the types of errors or need for re-evaluation that induce the parties to use their right to lodge an appeal. 106 Prevention of errors at the first level can occur in many ways. Quality programme, improved selection, and education of court personnel at level 1, simple measures like reading each others judgments before they are issued, and sharing more information on similar cases are examples. The parties themselves can also contribute to the prevention of errors, for example, if they are obliged to come up with their most important arguments, facts and evidence at an early stage in the procedure. § 139 of the German ZPO may be an example of a simple measure that prevents appeals because the parties want a rehearing. This article obliges judges to discuss all the important issues with the parties, and to inform the parties if they have failed to provide all the information needed to make a judgment. This prevents "surprise decisions", which may be an important cause for appeals that could be avoided.
V.
Discussion and Conclusions
A. Limitations of this Study and Suggestions for Future Research
In this paper, we investigated the likely costs and benefits of measures that may improve appeal systems. We studied their impact on the costs of the appeal procedure for the parties, the costs for the judiciary borne by the state, and we tried to gauge the benefits for the parties and for future users of the court system. We also took into account the possible effects of those measures on pre-trial dispute resolution, the first level of the court system, and the third level of the court system.
First, a word of caution. What we have developed is a framework for analysis. We established cost factors and benefits that are likely to occur. We subsequently used this framework to evaluate measures with the help of experts on appeal systems. We did find some empirical studies that support this analysis, but they are few in number, so the results critically depend on the quality of our theoretical framework.
Another critical factor is that appeal is a second level, embedded in a system that has at least one level "below" it, and one level above. The effects on these other levels are not always easy to estimate, but they are sometimes essential for the outcomes presented here. In particular, the effects of appeal procedures on the first instance can be substantial. In that respect it would be helpful if a good model existed for the evaluation of the benefits and costs of first level proceedings. In a sense, it is strange to do this type of analysis and to start with the second level, instead of trying to get a better understanding of level 1 first.
An issue that warrants further study is the optimal division of labour between the different levels of the court system. Anglo-American procedures and continental civil law systems have very different ways in dealing with this. The introduction of new, intermediary levels in the form of mediation, summary judgments, and settlement conferences suggest that there is some demand for faster, low cost decisions in first instance, backed up by a more extensive procedure at higher levels. However, some measures we discussed in this paper seem oriented towards improving the first instance, and relieving the pressure on the appeal phase, with the risk of frontloading of costs to the lower level(s). A fundamental choice, it seems, is the one between a rather fast and cheap first instance, with ample correction mechanisms, and an extensive first instance, with hardly any need for improvement of the decision at level 2. Another fundamental choice is whether level 2 should make a serious contribution to law making, or leave that to level 3.
Generally, and tentatively, we suggest as an hypothesis for follow-up research that the benefits of the appeal system are highest, and the costs lowest, if the appeal system performs other functions than the level 1 courts, and in particular those functions that support and enhance the level 1 courts work: error correction, law making, and ensuring uniformity.
B. Enhancing Benefits and Decreasing Costs
In Section III.A and B we developed a framework for evaluating the costs and benefits of appeal procedures, and in particular we translated the different functions of appeal into concrete costs and benefits for courts, parties, and future users of the court system. This already led to some general conclusions (Section III.D), to which some other general insights can now be added, after we discussed the costs and benefits of concrete mechanisms suggested to improve appeal proceedings.
Our analysis first shows that error correction is the function of appeal with the clearest benefits. 108 The larger the change in outcome induced by the error, the higher these benefits. We distinguish error correction from re-evaluation where changes in outcome may also occur, but within the margin of discretion of the courts. Here, the value of appeal to the parties is limited to that of additional procedural justice (being heard and listened to by another respectful, neutral and trustworthy court), which may not outweigh the costs of appeal for the parties and the state.
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Public goals of the appeal process (benefits for future parties) may be achieved if the appeal process renders useful precedents that enable earlier and less costly settlement of future disputes or prevents future errors by lower courts. Moreover, an effective appeal system may contribute somewhat to the trust in the justice system as a whole, but it is unclear whether this trust is a benefit that is independent from what the appeal court actually performs in delivering other benefits. 110 The first general conclusion directly follows: the more the appeals process focuses on correcting and preventing the errors with the highest impact on outcome, the higher the benefits. Our recommendation therefore is: focus on errors that have a big effect on outcome, in particular if these errors are easily detectable.
Secondly, the more useful precedents an appeal system generates, the greater its benefits. This information enables future users of the court system to settle their differences earlier and thus to save costs, as well as the costs of the court system. However, as we saw, the appeal system may not be very efficient in producing useful precedents, and it competes with other law making devices that may be more efficient. An appeal court needs resources to create useful precedents. Protecting it from being overburdened by limiting the number of cases it hears does not automatically lead to more useful precedents. The appeals court should also use its resources efficiently in order to deliver precedents that are really useful for future users. Thus, if law making is the goal of an appeal system, establish whether there are more efficient ways to create law, free up resources for this function, and organise the work of the court in such a manner that it generates more useful precedents (information that enables large numbers of future users of the court system to save costs in their dispute).
For some court decisions, the procedural justice value of appeals may be a very relevant factor, for instance, in case of a criminal sanction of some severity, such as a long prison sentence or a high fine. Whether having a second day in court at the appeals level contributes significantly to the procedural justice a disputant perceives is yet unclear, because this has not been researched. What can be said, however, is that allowing appeal for this reason assumes that procedural justice is generally available for these cases at the first instance. In some systems, many cases cannot be heard in any court at all, because hearing them in first instance is too costly, so that these cases are settled, or plea-bargained. The added value, from a procedural justice perspective, would arguably be higher if these cases at least could be heard by one court, instead of allowing some cases to get a second hearing. This argument becomes even more pressing if the appeal court is a more expensive court. Our third recommendation is therefore: if the court system lacks the resources to give a certain type of disputants a day in court at the first level, do not use the costly appeals system for re-evaluation in order to give some disputants of this same type a second day in court.
Generally, therefore, improving the appeal system is a matter of enhancing the benefits. This can be done by a selection of cases in which the benefits of appeals are likely to be high (improving incentives for self-selection by the parties or selection by the courts). It is also a matter of organising the appeals process in such a way that the benefits are highest. Case management -organising the interaction with the parties -can contribute to devoting the resources to the issues that are most likely to lead to the highest benefits. But it is also a matter of organising the work of the court itself. An appeal court should not only manage the interaction between disputants, but also develop internal procedures, routines for composing judgments and possibly new tools, enabling it to deliver the highest benefits to the parties and to future users of the court system.
On the side of the costs, we distinguished between the costs for the judiciary and the costs for the parties. Many measures we discussed are being considered by the judiciary, or by the government institutions sponsoring the judiciary. It is therefore not surprising that their focus is on the costs for the judiciary, and not so much on the costs for the parties and for future users of the court system. These costs are outside the view of the judiciary, that has only limited knowledge of the true costs of litigation experienced by users of the court system. In this study, however, we tried to focus on these costs as well. We found some measures that may decrease the costs for courts, but which may lead to cost increases for the parties, or to decreased benefits, with no corresponding decrease in costs. In particular, screening criteria that give appeal courts wide discretion in hearing appeals or not, but that make screening decisions highly unpredictable for the parties, may have this effect. Another example is restricting the possibility to bring forward new issues, which can lead to some cost savings for courts and the parties at the appeal stage, but may lead to extensive front-loading of costs in the first instance.
C. Most Promising Measures
Now we proceed to the measures that we reviewed. Restrictions in tasks for appeal systems (see IV.A) can be achieved in several ways, such as a leave for appeal system, a system limiting grounds for appeal, not allowing appeals for certain types of cases, restrictions on new issues, limiting appeals to issues brought up by parties, and limits to stakes of a certain value. The effect of these measures critically depends on the screening costs, the amount of costs saved in the appeals process, and the possible decrease of benefits.
Screening costs will be low if criteria are easy to apply with sufficient predictability. Disputants will subsequently self-select and be able to save costs. Generally, the earlier the screening takes place, the more cost savings are possible, so leave for appeal is more attractive than limiting grounds.
In order to render the highest benefits, screening criteria should allow appeals for errors with a big impact on outcome (big errors in cases with a high value to disputants). If an appeal system is to have an important public function, cases should be selected that have the potential of leading to a precedent that enables a high number of future disputants to save costs in settling their differences.
Restrictions on new issues can lead to high screening costs. Moreover, they may lead to new procedures. 111 The most prominent disadvantage, however, is that all parties in all procedures will become more eager to raise all their possible points in first instance. This mechanism is known as front-loading of costs. It is well documented in relation to the introduction of preaction protocols in the UK.
Forcing the parties to name issues and to limit their appeals will only work if there are incentives to be precise and to limit the scope of the case. This will not be the case if the appeal allows a full re-evaluation. Such a mechanism may be a great tool for self-selection, however, if the appealing party must show the size of its possible benefit (a high probability of a large change in outcome), or that of future users of the court system, in order to be admitted to the appeals process. If this can be combined with a system with leave for appeal, it will also save the court screening costs.
Exclusion of low stakes cases seems consistent with our costs-benefits analysis. For medium value cases, a leave for appeal system could be effective, and for very high value cases (the severest criminal sanctions, civil cases with very high stakes, and administrative cases with a great and direct impact on the interests of many people) a presumption that an appeal should be heard.
If we turn to incentives (see IV.B), increasing prices by raising court fees leads to selfselection. It only works in case of a large increase, because court fees are only a minor part of the total costs incurred by the parties, that also include the fees of lawyers, time spent, and other costs such as delay.
Improving incentives for lawyers seems to be an important issue, because they are likely to influence the decision making of clients, in particular, in ambiguous situations where the probability of success of the appeal is unclear.
We studied several measures to deal with appeal cases more efficiently once an appeal is allowed (IV.C). A fast track procedure for straightforward cases that can be decided easily may lead to some cost savings, but this is less so if these cases already self-select because of clear criteria. It may very well be that a successful fast track procedure should be seen as a sign that the screening criteria can be made more explicit.
Of the various manners in which cost savings can be achieved, we concentrated on single judges hearing appeals instead of three or more judges. Hearing appeals by single judges is a measure that is widely applied. It leads to high savings for the judiciary, and a relatively small decrease in benefits, but not to cost savings for the users of the system. It may be interesting to study other ways to save costs at the appeal level, in particular if appeals processes are oriented towards correcting big errors which are more or less easily detectable (in particular if they have to be identified by the disputants themselves). This suggests, for instance, that identifying errors can be delegated to lower level personnel.
Case management is a good thing if the parties can save costs, but front-loading of costs is a substantial danger, so appeal courts should be careful not to order the parties to give more information, at least not without taking into account the costs of producing the information.
Specialised appeal courts seem to have many advantages: more law making, lower costs of appeals, more self-selection by disputants. The main disadvantage is "group think": a limited number of judges and lawyers determines the law in a certain area. A third level court which is not specialised or intensified supervision by the legislator may provide safeguards here. Another disadvantage may be that specialization leads to different approaches of common (for instance, procedural) issues by specialised courts. This may -in some situations -lead to extra costs for future parties, or to unacceptable differences in procedural justice parties receive, but whether this is a substantial problem should be researched more thoroughly and, if possible, empirically. The experience with the German third level appeal system, however, seems to suggest that these downsides are manageable, if necessary by an ad hoc procedure to settle differences in approaches between the highest courts.
There are several measures which do not seem advisable or only after more careful consideration: specialised lawyers, limitations on evidence, and decreasing time limits for appeal. Postponed judgment writing may lead to a cost saving in first instance, and this may work if the number of appeals is low.
As to the alternatives for appeal (IV.D), they may be an important area for further research. Appeal is a rather expensive mechanism for error correction, and may (because of the high number of cases that have to be processed for one useful precedent to emerge) be an expensive way to make law as well. Preventing errors at the first level may be an efficient option. This can be achieved, for instance, by rather simple measures such as letting judges interact and comment more on each other's work, or by procedures that prevent surprise decisions.
